
Jagenberg Group at the ICE Europe 2023 trade fair 

One booth, six experts, comprehensive converting 

 
Munich, March 14, 2023. For the first time, the Jagenberg Group is presenting itself 

with six companies at the ICE Europe trade fair in Munich. The focus is on 

collaboration in the processing of flexible, web materials for the energy, surface 

finishing and flexible packaging industries. From March 14-16, 2023, the companies 

Kampf Schneid- und Wickeltechnik GmbH & Co KG, the British Atlas Converting 

Equipment Ltd, Kampf LSF GmbH & Co. KG, Lebbing automation & drives GmbH, 

Jagenberg Converting Solutions GmbH and Jagenberg Digital Solutions GmbH invite to 

the joint booth 710 in hall A6. 

 

All dimensions of competence from a single source 

In keeping with the Group's entrepreneurial philosophy of "Create.Future.Together.", 

the trade show appearance reflects the wealth of competence and solution offerings 

that result from the combination of different expertise of the individual companies. 

Jagenberg Converting Solutions, in cooperation with Kampf LSF and Lebbing 

automation & drives, will be demonstrating what is meant by "turnkey solutions": an 

all-round package from planning to commissioning of complex systems for processing 

web-shaped materials such as paper, film or foil. As general contractors, the 

companies show that the whole is often more than the sum of its parts - and how 

customers can easily invest in the future with the latest plant technology. 

 

In the field of winding and slitting, Kampf Schneid- und Wickeltechnik GmbH & Co. KG 

and the British Atlas Converting Ltd. are proving that their "Combined Expertise" 

represents real added value. Not only do they impress with the two flagship products 

"TitanSlitter" and "ConSlitter", for example, which are sold by a joint team in a one-

face-to-the-customer approach. Rather, they are also breaking new ground with the 

comprehensive affiliated services: consulting, research & development, automation, 

digital customer solutions and joint services from a single source. 

 



The Jagenberg Digital Solutions division also acts as a complementary partner, 

supporting all companies in the Group with digital solutions. With its digital platforms 

the@vanced and my@vanced, the company is making a significant contribution to the 

digitization of converting processes, helping to raise efficiency, productivity and 

sustainability to a new level. 

 

"We are proud and excited to be so broadly positioned at ICE Europe for the first time 

and to be able to present ourselves as the Jagenberg Group with six companies," says 

a satisfied Markus Vollmer, CEO of Kampf Schneid- und Wickeltechnik GmbH & Co. 

KG. "Here we can demonstrate to our customers from the converting industry, flexible 

packaging, technical films, surface and energy, how we see the future of converting: 

comprehensive, solution-oriented and digitally facing the future." 

 

ICE Europe 2023 

ICE Europe is the most important trade show for the finishing and converting of 

flexible, web materials. This includes paper, film, foil and nonwovens. ICE Europe, 

which will be held in Munich from March 14-16, is a key meeting place for the 

international converting industry, bringing together suppliers of machinery, systems, 

materials and accessories with international industry specialists. 
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